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Fall meeting will be held at the Coastal Inn in Sackville,
NB on Nov 14th, same place as last year, same meal as
last year. Same auction, same volunteer lottery.
Directors meet at 10:30. General at 1:00
Let Jen know if you want to eat... Turkey diner $20.00 PP
Contact: jennmcdonald@xplornet.ca or
(506) 485-5659
Make sure Jennifer has all the trophies etc back.
Make sure if you are getting a cooler or jacket to work
out with Jennifer what is going on with it.
If there is anything you'd like to see on the agenda,
please contact Roy chair@atlanticriders.ca or
(902) 694-5014
ALSO: I don't know about you, but I loathe missing any
ACTRA event since the last one ended in an engagement!
Congratulations to Rene and Roy on their engagement he asked her at Chester's ride and she said yes. So I am
NOT taking a chance at missing a wedding as one never
knows!
Hope to see many ACTRA members there.

If you haven’t checked out our website lately, you’ll be really impressed! It’s still a work in progress but
there are lots of new features.
Check it out at www.atlanticriders.ca and many thanks to the volunteers working on this.

ACTRA members with horses that have
reached the 1000 or over milestone are
asked to give a photo to Donna Munn or
Jean Bridges.

Send submissions to newsletter@atlanticriders.ca

Garnet Gallant wrote on FB May/15:
“35 years apart - Pine Tree 100 Mile CTR (1980) The Witch placed 4th Middle Weight -- Maine 80 CTR on
Absolute - Grand Champion with perfect score of 100 and final pulse of 36. A big item off my Bucket List.”
Many long-time members rode with Garnet and are very happy to see this bucket list item accomplished, the rest
of us ACTRA members can be inspired and we join his friends in saying “Congratulations!”.
And in June he come “home” and brought saddle-scanning technology with him. Several ACTRA members were
able to take advantage of this new tool aimed at visually demonstrating, in real time, the pressure on the horse’s
back while riding. This shows how well the saddle fits (or not!) and how balanced (or not!) the rider rides.  Don’t
worry if you missed him, he’ll be back – just keep an eye on the ACTRA Facebook page or contact him directly.

“It was great to see most of the Harrison’s – it has been way too long. Thanks for the great supper and a trip down
memory lane of the early days of ACTRA and all the colorful characters that were involved. Happy trails and wish
everyone a happy and fun Glooscap Ride” – Garnet Gallant Pictures by Bertha Harrison
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